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How to win clients by being you



Hi!I’m Vassy. I help brands build 
meaningful relationships and scale 
them through digital channels.

@vasvalch valchanova.me





Would you buy my blog?



brands

Interbrand’s Best Global Brands 2020



brandsWhat is(n’t) a brand?

To inspire and nurture the 
human spirit – one person, 
one cup and one neighborhood 
at a time.



brands
“Your brand is what other 
people say about you when 
you're not in the room.”

- Jeff Bezos



brand buildingDifferentiate through value 
or die by price.



brand building

KNOW LIKE TRUST
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knowPeople need to know
➔ Who you are
➔ What you can do
➔ What’s your track record
➔ What you’re good at
➔ What you stand for



knowHow to do it

meet share help out



knowThe leap from knowing to hiring is tiny



brand building

KNOW LIKE TRUST



like
“Try not to become a person 
of success, but rather try to 
become a person of value.”

- Albert Eistein



likeThe marketing case for value

Engagement makes 
content more visible

Bring more value 
to more people

Valuable content gets 
more engagement

The Value 
Flywheel



likeThree types of needs

informational emotionalfunctional



likeInformational value

What questions does 
your audience have?

How can your answer 
be high-quality, trust- 
worthy, interesting, 
and remarkable?



likeFunction is more important than form



likeEmotion is still important in business



likeEmotion is still important in business
“Jabs are the lightweight pieces of 
content that benefit your customers by 
making them laugh, snicker, ponder, play 
a game, feel appreciated, or escape; 

right hooks are calls to action that benefit 
your businesses.”

- Gary Vaynerchuk



likeEmotion is still important in business
25.5 million views
12,000 signups in 48 hours
Cost: $4,500 (in 2012)



brand building

KNOW LIKE TRUST



trust
“If people like you they will 
listen to you, but if they trust 
you they’ll do business with 
you.”

- Zig Ziglar



trustPeople trust the authentic expert you



trustTrust happens at the intersection

That’s what builds trust.



trustAdmitting mistakes



trustBeing vulnerable



trustStanding up for something



Would you buy my blog?



returnWhat’s the return on branding?



485% ROI



OpenFestThank you! Questions?
You can get the slides at valchanova.me/slides


